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Advice

If you want your advice to fail….

• offer it for free

• after a good lunch

• in a foreign language

• in a strange letter

• read out the text softly

• and avoid any questions……



thank you



Advice selection process

5 advices

hobby horses

your 
minister

our professor



Trends

• From education to promotion
• From individual to multi-actor
• From incidents to sustainable
• From simple to integral
-----------------------------------------------------

Bottom line: 
How to engage people for health, 
including those in power

+



It is not inequalities that kill, 

it is those who benefit of 
inequalities that kill.

Vicente Navarro
Speech IUHPE European conference 

2008
(Int. J. of H. Services, Vol 39, nr 3, p 423-441,2009)



The Ambassadors
(1533)  
Hans Holbein the Younger 
National Gallery, London. 

North, John (2004). The Ambassadors' Secret: Holbein and the World of the Renaissance. London: Phoenix. ISBN 184212661X.  



Logic, language, history, music, etc

• the search for 
solutions

• focus on principles 
and patterns

• odd events challenge

• cross-fertilisation

• only gradual 
distinction between 
sciences



Inspired by 

history  theatre  music    art     logic 

I advice you to…..



1. Strech health

• As the individual sickness perspective has 
dominated

• Follow the river:

• Move on with salutogenesis
but broaden the scope 
to include heaven and earth
spirituality and nature

Ansel Adams



2. As…

• Em-power-ment tends to ignore the role of 
other powers

• Our healthscape is shaped by powers



2. I advice you…

•Put shame on the bastards

•Praise the heros 



3. Technology

• Nano- and ICT-technology changes our 
communication, our relations, ourselves, 
our hope and health 

• As many believe there is a pill or ipad for 
everything



3. Advice….

• Technology is too important to
leave it to industry

• Seek to integrate ICT 
as a co-shaper of health



4. As….

• Fact and figures seldomly speak
Evidence not always convinces

• People have trouble to make sense of 
complex issues

• Politicians are people



4. Advice….

• Analyse the role of rhetoric

• Offer battle-training in debate and public 
speech

• Focus on methaphors as ways of framing
• Obesity Metaphors: How Beliefs about the Causes of Obesity Affect 

Support for Public Policy, C.L. BARRY et al. , The Milbank Quarterly, Vol. 
87, No. 1, 2009 (pp. 7–47)



Examples

• Military The war on calories
• Metereology A tsunami of fat people
• Engeneering Balance intake and output
• Theology The sin of greed
• Psychology Weak body, weak character
• Ecology The influence of affluence
• Economics Your fat, their bonus



Reasoning by using metaphors 

- appears to give individuals cognitive 
shortcuts for making sense of new or 

complex societal problems and 

- determining which governmental policies 
to support or oppose 

(Schlesinger and Lau 2000).

Read also: “Metaphors We Live By" by George Lakoff and Mark Johnson



5. All people are equal, but…

• We have to respect the diversity of 
personalities

• I offer you more than advice: 
a workshop Enneagram



Bonus-Advice on Time

• We have to handle a 
variety of time-horizons

• We better be explicit 
about reasonable 
change expectations 
related to context and 
capacity



So…

• Wageningen has a great experience in the life of 
many species

• This team has a great potential in salutogenetic 
glory

• Today we witness the start of a new era



Final 

• We congratulate the whole team

• I suggest they count their blessings

• But please keep fine-tuning,
that is an act of love. 



• Courage is 
what it takes to stand up and speak; 

• courage is also 
what it takes to sit down and listen.”  

Winston Churchill



Thank you

hans.saan@ziggo.nl


